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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

STATE OFCALIF'ORNIA

SCOTT SMITH,

Applicant,

vs.

PLANT CONSTRT CTIONI ARCH
INSURANCE COMPANY,

Case No, ADJ831024?
(Oakland District Office)

OPINION AND ORDER
GRANTING PETITION FOR

RECONSIDERATION
AND DECISION

AFTER RECONSIDERATION

Defendants,

Defendant seeks reconsideration of the May 12,2014 Findings And Award of rhe workers,
compensation administrative law judge (WCJ) who enlered an award of medical treatment based upon
his findings that defendant's utilization review

procedural defects." and that substanlial medical

other modalities of treatment contained in the

Jmuary 22,2014.

It is admitted that applicant sustained industrial injury to his left shoulder, lumbar sprne and left
knee'*'hile working for defendant plant construction as a carpenter on June 2, 2007.

Defendant contends that the wcAB lacks jurisdiction to determine the validity of utilization
reviews' that Defendant's Exhibits A and D should have been received into evidence or in the alternative,
that the wcJ's finding that the uR suffers from material procedural defects is not supponed by the
evidence.

An arswer was received from applicant.

The wcJ provided a Report Aad Recommendation on Petition For Reconsideration (Report)
recommending that his May 12, 2014 Findings And Award be affirmed, but that reconsideration be

$anted to strike certain paragraphs from his accompanying opinion on Decision (opinionl.

(UR) dated January 29, 2014, ,,suffers from material

evidence supports the need for left shoulder surgery and

teating physician's Request for Authorization dated
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Reconsideration is granled and the May 12,2014 Findings And Award is rescinded as our

Decision After Reconsideration. The utilization review in this case requires development. For that

reason, the case is retumed to the trial level with an interim order allowing applicant's treating physician

lo submil an amended Request For Authorization (R-FA) to defendant for further utilization review

pursuanl 1o the applicable statutes and regulations.

BACKGROUND

As se1 forth in the September )6. 2013 reporl of the parlies' Agreed Medical Examiner

Joel Renbaum, M.D.. applicant susrained industrial injury to his lefl knee on .lune 2. 2007. (wcAB

Exhibil X.) Nolwithstanding 1u'o arl.hroscopic surgeries applicant continued to have symptoms of

instability and pain in his kree. In April 2012. the left knee gave way and applicanl fell, injuring his left

shoulder. An August 2012 request to perform an MRI ofthe left shoulder was denied by defendant and

liability for that body part was no1 initially accepted.

In his September 16.2013 report. Dr. Renbaum declared applicant's knee condilion to be

permanenl and stationar)'. On page 21 of the report Dr. Renbaum described applicant's shoulder

condition based upon his examination as "Lefi shoulder pain, with impingement syndrome." On page 23

Dr. Renbaum opined that applicanl's left shoulder condition is "reasonably related as a compensable

consequence to the June 4,2007 work injury." and he further lwote that an MRI of that body part should

be provided. It appears defendanl thereafter accepted liability to provide reasonable medical treatment

for the left shoulder based upon Dr. Renbaum's report.

An MRI study of applicant's left shoulder was performed by Eric Smith M.D., on December 16,

2013. (Joint Exhibit l0l.) The report of that study describes an "area of tearing of the anterior inferior

labrum with cartilage fissuring along the anterior glenoid rim," along with tendinosis and hypertrophy of

the long biceps tendon, which was said to "suggest tearing of medial limb coracohumeral superior

glenohumeral ligament sling."

SN{ITH, Scott
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On Janua4, 22, 2[l4,applicant,s treating physiciar Stephan Viess, M.D.,

defendant. @efendant's Exhibir B.) The procedures for which authorization

described as follows:

"Surgery - lefl shoulder arthroscopy with labral repair and biceps tenodeis

Synvisc one lefl knee

Cardiac clearance for surgery with Robert Santos _ ValleyCare

Post op physical therapy for shoulder 2 x week for 4 weeks.,, (euotation
converted lrom upper case to lower case.)

A second RFA with essentialry the same request was submined by Dr. viess on or about and

February 13' 2014. (Defendanl's Exhibit B.) It appears thal no reports, srudies or other additjonal
information were submitred by Dr. Viess with either of the RFAs.

The January 29,2014 uR Notification ofNon certification (Defendant's Exhibir c) prepared by
defendant's uR physician Gregory Mallo, M.D., identifies the medical records he reviewed in connection
rvith the RFA as an MRI study of the rumbar spine performed on Ma1, g, 2013, and a January 7 , 2014
PR-2 Progress Report by Dr. viess thal describes the December 16,2013 MRI of the lefi shoulder by
Dr. Smith (Applicant's Exhibir l). The UR denial does nor identi$, either rhe Seprember 16,2013 report
by Dr' Renbaum or the actual December 16, 2013 MRI study by Dr. Smith as documents thal were

reviewed in conneclion with the UR denial.

In the January 29,2014 UR denial, Dr. Mallo wrote that he telephoned Dr. vjess on January 29,
2014, but was placed on hold for greater than l0 minutes and did not make contact. The reason for not
certiq/ing the requested surgery is described in the UR denial as follows:

submined a RFA to

was requested were

"Per guidelines, surqery is medically necessary when there are subjectiveclinical findings to 
-include 

pain, wlakness, d,a Aii"rri'ty. ln addition,there musr be significant pairi which.limits dnction ana-a-r.p..in. pfryii"uiexam such as + Obrien;s tesr or impinger";i ;ig;. - jn uOOitlo,i,-'tf,iappropriate therapy and NSAID use mrist 6e docume-nted. 
-

"The^submitted notes do not include physical exam or prior treatmentstherefore the requested surgery is not reiorir-enaed ai-tt ii iim".,,

SMITH, Scott
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Applicant challenged the UR denial by requesting an expedited hearing. and it appears he also

requested Independent Medical Review (IMR).I An expedited hearing was conducted before the WCJ

on April 28,2014. The issue for determination is described in the Minutes of Hearing from thal date as

"medical treatment," with applicant claiming entitlement to the requested leff shoulder surgery. and with

defendant asserting that the WCAB lacks jurisdiction "because either the UR rvas properly done or

because independent medical review has been done and any problem wirh rhe Utilization Review has

been rectified by the IMR process." Along with the documents described above, the WCJ received into

evidence additional progress reports by Dr. Viess, No testimony was presented a1 the hearing.

On lr4ay 12, 2014, the WCJ issued his decision as described above. In his Report, the WCJ

responds 10 defendant's contenlions in pertinenl part, as follows:

"Defendant dispules the jurisdiction of the Workers' Compensation
Appeals Board io determin! this issue. In the recently decided en banc
decjsion of the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board, Dubonv. Workers'
Compensation Appeals Board (2014) ?9 Cal.Comp.Cases 313. it was
expressly held that:

A UR decision is invalid if it is untimely or suffers from
material procedural defects that undermine the integrity of
the UR dicision, Minor technical or immaterial defEcti are
insufficienl to invalidate a defendant's UR determination. If
a defendanl's UR is found invalid, the issue of medical
necessity is not subject to IMR but is to be determined by
the WCAB based upon substantial medical evidence, with
the employee having the burden of proving the fealment is
reasonably required.

"Thus. Board jurisdiction is predicated upon an untimely or procedurally
defective Utilizalion Review determination. . .

"[D]r. Mallo had only two documents to review in connection with his
determination, a PR-2 from the treating physician, and a lumbar MRI (an
obviously inelevant document), although there were many medical reports,
as well as a shoulder MRI available to the carrier to provide to Dr. Mallo.
Where the carrier consciously refuses to provide its utilization review
vendor with a complete medical file. a non-certification determination
becomes a relative ci,rtainty, and this non-feasance, in the words of Dubon
'undermine[s] the integity of the UR decision.' To put it more bluntly,
'garbage in, garbage out. . . '

' Because we rescind the WCJ's May 12,2014 decision, we do not reach defendanl's contention that two documents it offer€d
conceming the IMR process, Defendant's Exhibit A (April 3,2014 IMR determination) and Dcfendant's Exhibit D (February

24,2A14IMR request), should have been recejved into evidence at the expedited hearing.

SI\{ITH, Scott
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2

3

A

"Defendanr aftemDts (oaee 6) to shift the.burden of providing a medicalrecord to rbe ufilizaiio; .euie* pttysi"iari'l""ti"'ir"itirg"prryll.ii".
Defendanr contends that Dursuanr ( ti!, A. _c.iii iJ. o? I{;6"- s;;'9792.9.1(c)(2) the Request ?or Auilgri,zation ai$;t;;;i."nform to Title8, Cajif. Code of R-es.. Sec. .sisj.o.lir)(l)'-h' ljj.-"'s"u.ecion (rX2)
:ry:il:illy p.'ides, arnong 

"r}r"i 
il,i"gi-ii,.i r#RFi' misridenrify wirhspecttrcrty a recommended featment orlreatments, and Ue accomfanieO 

-Uy

documenralion substantialing rhe need-]oi--iirilJqr"""o treatmenr.,
P:f:,"j1,. argues.rhar rhis. rigulalion ft...i trr. u"iiJi'on rhe rr.aring

#f#:Xl ;"",Ti,: ii, TtiH * : ffif ,il* Jrealm 
en'1 rep on j u sr i rvi n g iirE

"ln this case. Defendant was in p^ossession of all of the tr€arment reportscited. bi' the undersigned in the'opinion 
"" b.riri""'""0 erected to notprovide rhem ro irs utilization review vendor. Wfrif" n"i.naunt had fieshoulder MRj, it elected to send the utnzuton ,*i"*"ili_,rr.ua a copy ofthe lumbar spine MRI. The Labor-Cod;t;;i;;;;;'emproyer with

spe c ifi c means to o brain aaa i ti onai informoTti J; ;;;"";"nrari on, and i1failed to do so..."

5

o

The wcJ noles in his Repon that Rule 9792.6.1(t)(2) "was-not made effecrive until February 12,

2014 - in other words, i1 was not the law a1 the time that Dr. Viess submined the RFA rvhich is at issue.,,

The wcJ further writes that he "inadvertently addressed what might be lermed ,substanlive,rather 
than

'procedural'defects in the utilization review," which is the reason he recommends in his Report that
reconsideration be granted "to strike the second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth paragraphs of the discussion

of 'Malerial Procedural Defects' " in his Opinion.2

DISCUSSION

Labor code section 4610 provides that if a UR physiciar concludes that an RFA contains

"incomplete or insufficient information," he or she may ,.deny or deray', the requested featment, but in
either case, "the (UR) decision shall speci$ the reason for the decision and specify the information that
is needed'" (Lab' code, $ a6lO(g)(a).) Before making a decision ro deny or delay aurhorization, the
defendant may request "medical information from [the treating] physician,,' but,,shall request only the

2 The wcJ's recomnendation is mo-ot in light ofour decision to rescind his May 12,2014 decision. Moreover, statements inan opinion on Decision are nol findings of fact, but are intended to explain the basis for the decislon and make thereconsideration process meaningtur. (see, Lab. code, 5813; tioii u-w*t"ir' cryp epp""ii ai.iL eiij'ut c"r.zo zs: 1l:
3:i.3lili3liil,"liljsafewav 

Stores, Inc. v woikers'tomp. Appeats aa. <p[,*u{6-(is8o) iii"ua.npp.:a s:r 1+s
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information reasonably necessary to make the determination." (Lab. code. gg a6l0(gxa) and (d).) Such

a request allows a limited extension of time for rendering the UR decision. (Lab. code, gg a6l0(g)(1),

(e)(2) and (g)(5); see also, cal. code Regs., rit. 8, gg 9'792."1@)(3),9792.9(h)(lXA), (hX3) and (h)(a) and

e7 e2.e.1, e7 e2.9.1 (D( )(A).)

When additjonal information has been requesled. but the defendanl "is no1 in receipt of all of the

necessary medical information reasonably requested." the "claims administraror shall immediately

notify" the requesting physician. the injured worker and his or her attomeJ' in uriting fia1. "the claims

administrator cannot make a decision within the required timeframe" and shall "specify the information

requesled but no1 received." (Cal. Code Regs.. tit. 8, $$ 9792. 9(hXlXA) and (h)(2).) Upon receipt of

the information, the defendant must make a decision within five working days of receipt for prospeclive

or concurrent revie\\' or 30 days for retrospeclive review (Cal. Code Regs., ti1. 8, $$ 97 92.7 (b)(3),

9'1 e 2.e (h)(3) and (h) (a). )

If, houever. the additional information requested by the defendanl is no1 timel)' received, the UR

may deny the treatment requesl based on incomplete or insufficient information, but must do so "with the

stated condition thal the request will be reconsidered upon receipt of the informalion requested." (Cal.

Code Regs., 1it. 8, $$ 9792.9(c)(2)(A) and 9792.9.1(0(3)(A) and (I)(3)(B).)

It is apparent from the statutes and regulations thal the UR process requires a good faith efforl by

both the treating physician and the UR physician to assure that necessary and appropriate information js

available in a timely fashion to allow a proper UR determination based upon medical evidence. In this

case, Dr. Viess did not include information wjth his RFAs that could have addressed the documentation

concem expressed in the UR denial, and it appears that Dr. Mallo did not suffrciently endeavor to assure

that such informalion was properly identified and obtained before issuing the UR denial.3

3 Defendant only raises procedural issues in its petjtion, and does not contend that the evjdence presented at the expediled
hearing does not support provision ofthe requested shoulder surgery as teasonable medical treatment.

SMITH, Scotl
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Labor code section 133 vests the workers' compensaton Appeals Board with .Jurisdiction 
to do

all things necessary or convenient in the exercise of any power or jurisdiction confened upon it under
this code " with regard to this case, we conclude that the appropriate course of aclion to address the
insufficient uR documentation is to rescind the wcJ's May 12,2014 decision and allow the UR process
to be properly completed in accordance with fie applicable statules and reguiarions. De'eJopment of fie
record in this vr'ay is consislenl rvith Labor code section 4610 and Rule 9792.9, as well as due process
and our constitutionar mandale "to accomprish substantiar justice in ar cases expeditiously.
inexpensively, and u'i1hou1 incumbrance of any character.,, (cal. const.. Anicre xI\, g 4; Tyrer v.
l4/orkers'Comp. Appeols Bd. (1997) 56 Cal.App.4th 3g9 [62 Cal.Comp.Cases 924].)

Accordingly' the May 12' 2014 Findings And Award is rescinded and rhe case is relumed lo rhe
trial level with an interim order allowing applicanl's treating physician to submit an amended RFA with
appropriate documentation to defendant wirhin 20 days of the date of this decision. Thereafler,
utilization review should proceed in accordance with the applicable slatutes and reguratrons and within
their limeframes ln the evenl thal applicant disputes the resulting UR decision, he may take further
action as appropriate at that fime.

For the foregoing reasons!

IT IS OR-DERED thar defendant,s pelition for reconsideration of the May
And Award of the workers' compensation administrative raw judge is GRANTED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED as the Decision After Reconsideration of the workers,
compensation Appeals Board that the May 12,2014 Findings And Award of the workers, compensation
adminisrrarive law judge is RESCINDED.

IT Is FURTHER 
'RDERED 

as the Decision After Reconsiderarion of rhe workers,
compensation Appears Board that applicant's treating physician may within twenry (20) days of the
service of this decision submit an amended Request for Authorization to perform left shoulder surserv
and other treatnent modalities related to the proposed surgery.

9

l0

12,2014 Findings

SI\{ITH. Scott
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IT Is FURTEER ORDERED as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Workers'

Compensation Appeals Board that defendant shall conduct a utilization review of any Request for

Autborization submitted by applicant's heating physician pursuant 10 the above order in accordance with

applicable statutes and regulations.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

A-l
Lnr4-r1- DEFUTY

E.GONDAK

DATED AND FILED AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

AUo 0 4 20t{
SER\{CE MADE ON THE ABO!'E DATE ON TEE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT
ADDRESSES SEOWN ON THE CURRENT OFFICIAL ADDRESS RECORD.

SCOTT SMITH
BOXER& GERSON
EANNA BROPIIY ET. AL,
STEPEEN VIESS. M.D.

JFS/abr

TEEIR

r coNcu&

|(AI|lE Z{LEI{Sl(
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b.

ISSUES PRESENTED

Whether the Judge's finding that the Utilization Review in this matter
suffered_from material procedural defects and the Judge,s corollary finding
that the WCAB has jurisdiction over the medical dispite presented is enor
becalse (l) it is contrary to specific regulation and siatute, (2) the reason for
the deruat was not based on the lack ofreview ofa shoulder MRI report, (3)
the WCJ relied on medical records not referenced in the utilization review
"or otherwise provided to UR by the pTp', to determine that the utilization
review physician had insufficient medical records, (4) the WCJ usurped the
role ofthe utilization reviewer by finding that the reviewer made an
incorrect diagrosis, (5) the WCJ relied, in part on ACOEM Guidelines
published in 2004, rather than revisions made in 200g.

Whether the Judge's failure to accept into evidence two of Def-endant,s
exhibits is error because .,medical 

issues are solely the jurisdiction of IMR.,,

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD
DIVISION OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

SCOTT SMITH v. PLANT CONSTRUCTION
and ARCH INSURANCE COMPANY

WCAB CASE NO.: ADJ8310247

JUDGE STANLEY E. SHIELDS

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
ON PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Document ID:8070141 I 05624055808



INTRODUCTION

Defendant filed a timely. verified Petition for Reconsideration ofthe undersigned,s

Findings and Award, filed and served on May 12, 2014. Applicant has filed a rimoly, verified

Answer.

ln the Findings and Award complained of, the undersigned found that Applicant Scott

Smith, while employed as a carpenter on June 2,2007 , by Plant Construction, sustained injury

to his left knee, left shoulder, and spine, and claims to have sustained injury to other body parts

not presently at issue. Of material importance to Defendant's appeal. the undersigned found

that the Utilization Review dated January 29, 2014 suffered from material procedural defects

and that the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board therefore had jurisdiction over the medical

issue. As a corollary, the undersigned found that Defendant's Exhibit A, the IMR Final

Determination letter, and Defendant's Exhibit D, the Application letter for IMR, were

inadmissible-Exhibit A because the Utilization Review was void ab initio. and Exhibit D was

inelevant. Finally, the undersigned found that substantial medical evidence supported the need

for a left shoulder surgery and olher modalities of treatment, as set forth in the treating

physician's Request for Authorization, dated lanuary 22,2014. This last finding. Finding No.

6, is not contested by Defendant.

As the entire Opinion on Decision (except the section relating to the evidence

supporting the proposed treatment) is relevant to the issues raised by Defendant, the full

Opinion is set forth below, less only the discussion of substantial evidence supporting the

treating physician's request for surgery.

ADJ8310247
Document ID: 8070141 105624055808

SCOTT SMNH



OPINION ON DECISION

INTRODUCTION

Applicant Scott Smith, while employed as a carpenter by plant

Construction on June 2,2007 , sustained injury arising out of and in the
course ofhis employment to his left knee, left shoulder and lumbar spine,
and claims to have sustained injury arising out ofand in the course ofhis
employment to other parts ofhis body not presently at issue. The left
shoulder injury is considered a ,.compensable 

consequence,, of the
original injury, and resulted from a fall when his knee gave out rn July or
August, 2012.

Applicant is presently treating with orthopedic surgeon Stephen
Viess, M.D. Joel Renbaum, M.D., is the Agreed Medical Evaluator
('AME').

On January 22, 2014,Dr. Weiss issued a Request for Authorization
C'RIA') for (l) a left shoulder anhoscopy with labral repair and biceps
tenodeis (sic), (2) Synvisc one left knee, (3) Cardiac Clearance lbr
surgery, and (4) Post op physical rherapy for Shoulder twice a week for
four weeks. on January 29, 2014, aUtirizationReview deniar was issued,
the request having been reviewed by Gregory Mallo, M.D.

The parties submitted for decision the issue ofneed for the various
modalities oftreatment on a designated record, without testimony.

DISCUSSION

A. {)MISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE,

At Hearing, Applicant objected to two ofDefendant,s exhibits.
being Defendant's Exhibit A, the IMR Final Determination letter, and
Exhibit D, the Application letter for IMR, dated

February 24, 2014. A ruling on the admissibility of these exhibits was
defened until nov/.

4DJ8310247
Document ID: 8070141 105624055808
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In this case, Applicant pursued altemative remedies to the

Utilization Review denial of teatment. Applicant filed the necessary

paperwork to begin the Independent Medical Review process and also

filed for a hearing at the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board,

claiming that IMR was not the proper remedy because of material

procedural defects in the Utilization Review process. Since I fill find,

below, that tlere were material procedural defects in the Utilization

Review process, the referral to IMR was void ab initio, and evidence of

the Application and the IMR decision itselfis irrelevant. Those exhibits

will not be admitted.

B, BOARDJURISDICTION.

Defendant disputes the jurisdiction of the Workers' Compensation

Appeals Board to determine this issue. In the recenlly decided en banc

decision of the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board, Dabon v.

ll'orkers' Compensation Appeals Board (2014) 79 Cal.Comp.Cases 3 13,

it was expressly held that:

A UR decision is invalid if it is untimely or suffers from material
procedural defects that undermine the integrity of the UR
decision. Minor technical or immaterial defects are insuflicient
to invalidate a defendant's UR determination. lf a defendant's
UR is found invalid, the issue of medical necessity is not subject
to IMR but is to be determined by the WCAB based upon
substantial medical evidence, with the employee having the
burden ofproving the treatment is reasonably required.

Thus, Board jurisdiction is predicated upon an untimely or

procedurally defective Utilization Review determination.

C. UTILIZA.TION RE\'IEW DETERMINATION.

1. Timeliness.

I find the Utilization Review ("U.R.") in this matter to have been

timely. Labor Code Section 4610(g) provides that a decision must be

ADJ8310247
Document lD: 8070141 105624055808
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made within five working days of the RFA. In this case, Defendant

issued its decision on the fifth working day.

2. Material Procedural Defecrs.

In his decision to deny authorization for surgery, the U.R. physician,
Dr. Mallo, reviewed two documents, the January 7, 2014 report of Dr.
Viess, and the May 9, 2013 MRI of the lumbar spine. Although an MRI
of the left shoulder had been obtained in December, 2013, this MRI was
not provided to Dr. Mallo.

In commenting on the advisability of shoulder surgery, Dr. Mallo
consulted various medical guidelines.

He first indicates that he consulted the Official Disability
Guidelines C'ODG') regarding ,.Surgery of SLAp lesions.,, A ,.SLAP

tear" or "SLAP lesion" is an injury to the Glenoid labrum. SLAp is an
acronym for "superior labral tear from anterior to posterior.,, As tle
medical record reflects, Mr. Smith has been diagrosed with an anterior
labral tear. (See reports of Dr. Viess [Applicant,s Exhibit l] and shoulder
MRI [Joint Exhibit l0l].) A superior labral tear is, obviously, located in
a different part ofthe labrum than an anterior labral tear. The ODG
citation by Dr. Mallo is irrelevant to the injury and the treatmenr
requested here.

Next, Dr. Mallo reviews surgical considerations for a ruptured
biceps tendon (the injury here is,.instability [of] long biceps tendon [see
Joint Exhibit I 0l ) citing ,,ACOEM 

Occupational practice Guidelines. 2no

Edition, 2008[,] pp. 560-561.,'

Title 8, Calif. Code ofRegs. Sec. 9792.23.2(a) states:

The Administrative Director adopts and incorporates bv
reference the Shoulder Complaints Chapter (ACOEM practice
Guidelines, 2od Edition (2004), Chapter'g; i"to tf,"-tr4nii norn
the ACOEM Practice Guidelines.

It is noted that the ACOEM 2.d Edition was published in 2004; a 3d
Edition was published in 2010. If there is such a publication as ,.ACOEM

Occupational Practice Guidelines, 2nd Edition. 200g,,, it has not been

4DJ83t0247
Document ID: 8070141 105624055808
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adopted as part of the Administrative Director's Medical Treatment

Utilization Schedule. It should be further noted that Dr. Mallo refers to

pages 560-561 ofthat possibly fictitious document. The last page ofthe

ACOEM 2"d Edition published in 2004 is page 5 16.

Finally, Dr. Mallo looks at recommendations for surgery for a

ruptured biceps tendon. At the risk ofbeing redundant, I will repeat that

there is no allegation or evidence here ofa ruptured biceps tendon. The

discussion here by Dr. Mallo is entirely irrelevant.

To sum up, Dr. Mallo had only two documents to review in

connection v/ith his determination, a PR-2 from the treating physician,

and a lumbar MRI (an obviously irrelevant document), although there

were many medical reports, as well as a shoulder MRI available to the

carrier to provide to Dr. Mallo.

Where the carrier consciously refuses to provide its utilization

review vendor with a complete medical file, a non-certification

determination becomes a relative certainty, and this non-feasance, in the

words of Dubon "undermine[s] the integrity of the UR decision.'' To put

it more bluntly, "garbage in, garbage out."

I finally point out that Dr. Mallo bases his determination for non-

certification on a lack of documentation. He states, "Per guidelines.

surgery is medically necessary when there are subjective clinical findings

to include pain, weakness and deformity. In addition, there must be

significant pain which limits function and a specific physical exam such

as + O'brien's test or impingement signs. In addition, appropriate therapy

and NSAID use musl be documented. The submitted notes do not include

physical exam or prior treatrnents[,] therefore the requested surgery is not

recommended at this time."

Dr. Mallo-if he had been provided with an adequate medical filo-
would have seen clinical findings ofpain in the reports of Dr. Viess dated

March 24, 2014, March 20, 2014, and February 13,2014. He also would

have seen evidence of pain in the AME's report of September 9, 201 3
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(page 5), as well as in the doctor's record review, especially entries of
August 2, 2012,May 23,2013, and June 23, 2013

Dr. Mallo would also have found evidence of weakness and

limitation of function by reviewing Dr. Viess.s reports, as well as the

AME report, which noted that Mr. Smith has difliculty with forceful
activity and over shoulder reaching (p. 5) and significant loss ofmotion
(p. 6). Impingement signs were noted by John Frazier, M.D., on August
12,2012 (see Renbaum report, p. lg) and by Dr. Renbaum himself (p. 6).

conservative treatrnent was attempted, in the form ofa cortisone injection
by Dr. Frazier on August 2, 2012, but treatment was delayed by the
Defendant,s refusal to accept the shoulder as a compensable claim.t [It is
not clear when this part of the claim was accepted, but Dr. Viess was
under the impression as of May 23, 2013, that Defendant had still not
accepted liability.l

I find that the utilization review here suffers from material
procedural defects, including but not limited to an entirely insufficienl
record upon which to make a decision, and the U.R. doctor,s reliance on
guidelines which are not authorized by law and/or irrelevant and,/or

fictitious.

DISCUSSION

It should be noted, first, that a of Defendant's contentions-and the issues in this

case-are inextricably intertwined. Pursuant to Dubon, if the utilization review is either late or

suffers from a material procedural defect, then it is invarid, and the workers, compensation

Appeals Board has jurisdiction over the medical dispute at issue. The admissibility of a

utilization review decision is dependent upon its vatidity. This principle goes back to s/ale

compensation Insurance Fund v. workers' Comp. Appeats Bd. (sandhagen) (200g) 44 cal.4th

rltrequiredmorethanayearforDefendanrtoauthorizeanMRlofthereftshoulder. 
(Footnote in original.)
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230 [73 Cal.Comp.Cases 981] (Sandhagen II). Defendant's argumenr 'l (page 3 ofPetition)

that "Defendants exhibits A and D should have been admitted into evidence"" is directly

contrary to Sandhagen. Defendant's second argument (page 3 of Petition) that "Jurisdiction re

medical necessity and entitlement to medical treatment, absent a denied body part, resides

sof ely with the IMR process," is directly contrary to Dubon.

Defendant's third argumenl (page 5 of Petition) that, "Utilization review in this case,

did not suffer from a material procedurally (sic) defect, so as to warrant investing jurisdiction

with the board," is not substantiated by the evidence. First. Defendant contends (page 5) that

"material procedural defects should not encompass more than what is specifically enumerated

by statute and regulation including, but not limited to, timeliness, sigtature by UR reviewer,

list of medical records reviewed. appropriate specialty[,] etc." This contention is clearly

inconsistent with Dubon. ln Dubor, the principal defect found by the Board was that

Defendant had failed to provide pertinent and relevant reports to the utilization review

doctor-specifically including some reports by the treating physician and the Agreed Medical

Evaluator. This was the primary basis on which I found a material defect in this case. As set

out in the Opinion on Decision, the utilization review doctor here was provided with precisely

two documents, a single report from the treating physician and a copy ofan MRI ofa body part

(lumbar spine) not at issue. It is notable that there was available to the carrier to provide to its

utilization review vendor a recent (December, 2013) MRI ofthe left shoulder, for which

sugery was being requested. The carrier chose not to provide this document to the utilizatior,

review physician.

Defendant attempts (page 6) to shift the burden ofproviding a medical record to the

utilization review physician to the treating physician. Defendant contends that pursuant to
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Title 8, calif. code of Reg., sec. 9792.9.1(c)(2) the Request for Authorization (,,RFA',) must

conform to Title 8, Calii Code ofReg., Sec.9792.6.1(t)(l) and (2). Subsection (t)(2)2

specifically provides, among other things, that the RFA must "identify with specificity a

recommended treatment or treatments, and be accompanied by documentation substantiating

the need for the requested treatment." Defendant argues that this regulation places the burden

on the treating physician to provide no1 only the RFA and a treatmenr report jusrifying the

treatment but also all relevant medical records.

without addressing the validity or invalidity ofthe regulation cited by Defendant, it rs

perhaps enough to say that the Defendant's interpretation ofthe regulation flies in the face of

both statutory and case law. I cite from Dubon:

[Labor Code] Section 4610 expressly indicates that UR decisions should
be based on the "information" that is ,,reasonably 

necessary.' to make the
determination and that, if a decision to delay or deny is based on
"incomplete or insufficient information," the UR decision shall soecifv
the additional information needed. (Lab. Code Secs.46t0(d), (gi(1),
(gX2), (gX+), (g)(5).) Furthermore, section 4610 and the statutorv icheme
of which it is a part also contemplate compliance with the AD.s {ules on
UR procedures. (Lab. Code Secs.46l0(c), (ex:)(a), (i),4603.5 (,.The
administrative director shall adopt rules . . . necessary to make effective
the requirements of this article..').)

Dubon v. Workers' Compensation Appeals Board (2014) 79 Cal.Comp.Cases 313,
JZl-

In this case, Defendant was in possession ofall ofthe treatment reports cited by the

undersigned in the opinion on Decision and elected to not provide them to its utilization

review vendor. while Defendant had the shoulder MRI, it elected to send the utilization

reviewer instead a copy of the lumbar spine MRI. The Labor code provides the employer with

'ltisnotabl€thatthissubsectionwasnotmadeeffectiveuntilFebruary12,20l4-inoth€Iwords,itwasnotthe
law at the time that Dr. Viess submitted the R_FA \rhich is at issue.
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specific means to obtain additional information aad documentation, and it failed to do so

(perhaps because it had all ofthe documentation all along).

Defendant goes on to suggest that I usurped the physician's function by stating that the

utilization review physician utilized the wrong guidelines and appeared to have misunderstood

the diagnosis. Upon review of this criticism, it appears that I inadvertantly addressed what

might be termed "substantive." rather than "procedural" defects in the utilization review.

However that may be, I believe that the Defendant's failure to provide its vendor with a

medical record which included the very medical findings which he said were needed in order to

justify the requested surgery is a very material procedural error within the m eaning of Dubon.

RECOMMENDATION

In light of Defendant's Petition, I recommend that Reconsideration be granted to strike

the second. third. fourth, fifth, and sixth paragraphs ofthe discussion of ..Material procedural

Defects," (C. 2. in the Opinion) and otherwise affirm the decision.

g{/--
Dated: June 19,2014

Stanley E. Shields
Workers' Compensation Judge
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